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This challenge was designed to help us spread
the word about Guiding.  

We want units to do 2 things:
    Get Out and About to raise awareness.1.
     Have fun as a group, eating.2.

Chip Shop

Chip Shop Chomp 

 GIRLGUIDING LEEDS COUNTY

The first thing you need to do is make a map!

Make a list all your local chip shops and takeaways
that sell chips within walking distance. 
 
Plan a walking route to get around your chip shops.  
We recommend having 3-5 stops. Guides and
Rangers might like to plan the chomp route
themselves. Identify hazards on the route, like roads
and bodies of water. 

1.   Get Prepared Don’t have any nearby 
chip shops?  No problem.

Just do your chomp differently.  To get
the badge, you need to get out and
about & have fun eating.

Get out and about:
Go for a penny walk or similar around
your area.

Have fun eating:
if your meeting space has a kitchen,
purchase a few brands of oven chips
and rate those instead!

Chip Shop Chomp
Challenge.

Order some
badges

https://girlguidingleeds.org.uk/chipshop/

2.  Chomp Your Chips
For each different chip you chomp, we want you to rate its colour,
smell, crunch, texture and taste out of 5.  5 being the best and 1
being the worst.  More information on the ratings can be found on
the back of this sheet.

You must try the chips naked.  Not you, the chips!  No vinegar,
ketchup, mayo or any other topping!

You can order
badges for your
unit from the
county team!

More
information can
be found here:

Or, download the
order form by
scanning this QR.

There is lots of information available our website to help you plan this challenge.
Visit: https://girlguidingleeds.org.uk/chipshop/

Need more help?



Chip Shop Chomp 

 GIRLGUIDING LEEDS COUNTY

Rate Your Chips
Mmm, yummy chips!  Or maybe not
yummy?

We want you to rate your chips ,on a
number of criteria, from 1 to 5.  5 means
the best and 1 means the worst

Criteria
Colour
Is it that golden brown colour that makes our
mouth water or is it pale and undercooked?

Smell
Does it have that “fresh from the fryer” aroma
or has the smell dissipated because it’s been
sitting around too long?

You must try the chips as they are.  
No vinegar, ketchup, mayo or any other topping!

Unit/Group Name:

Crunch
Is it perfectly crispy on the outside and fluffy
on the inside or is it limp and sad?

Texture
Is it a satisying chomp or is is your mouth
not happy with the chew?

Taste
is it that perfect balance between potato,
oil and heat?Rate out of 5

There is lots of information available our website to help you plan this challenge.
Visit: https://girlguidingleeds.org.uk/chipshop/

Need more help?


